Recent studies on the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex have considerably advanced our understanding of the distinct roles of these brain areas in the encoding and retrieval of memories, and of how they interact in the prolonged process by which new memories are consolidated into our permanent storehouse of knowledge. These studies have led to a new model of how the hippocampus forms and replays memories and how the prefrontal cortex engages representations of the meaningful contexts in which related memories occur, as well as how these areas interact during memory retrieval. Furthermore, they have provided new insights into how interactions between the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex support the assimilation of new memories into pre-existing networks of knowledge, called schemas, and how schemas are modified in this process as the foundation of memory consolidation.
Introduction
Our marvelous capacity to record everyday experiences and retrieve these memories much later in all manner of situations relies on two kinds of information processing. First, during learning, the brain must rapidly form an initial neural representation of the new experience. Second, the brain then must consolidate the new representation in an organization that is optimized for retrieval when cued by a stimulus that may be just distantly associated to a feature of the initial experience. An enormous amount of research has led to a general understanding of how the brain forms memory traces for a novel event. More recently substantial progress has been made in discovering how the brain organizes new memories into networks of knowledge that can be accessed flexibly in a range of circumstances. Here, we will outline some of the evidence on how the brain supports these memory processes. We will begin by outlining the brain's memory system, and then focus on two key brain structures -the hippocampus and the prefrontal cortexthat support rapid encoding of new information and consolidation and organization of memory networks.
The Memory System of the Brain Consideration of the functional anatomy of the brain system that supports memory for everyday events provides preliminary insights about how the brain encodes, organizes, and retrieves memories ( Figure 1 ) [1] . Information about objects and events that we experience, and about the places where they occur, are processed separately in the cerebral cortex. Thus, multiple sensory pathways -for vision, touch, hearing, and so on -initially process information about the identity of perceptual objects and events and their outputs, and then converge onto multimodal cortical 'association' areas. We will refer to these pathways as the stream of information flow for 'what' we remember. There is also a distinct stream of pathways involving several areas of the cerebral cortex that identify 'where' in space events occur. Information processed through these distinct streams is sent to the medial temporal lobe (MTL), a region critically involved in event memory. In particular, the perirhinal cortex and the lateral entorhinal area are engaged by specific object stimuli and signal the familiarity of those items, whereas the parahippocampal cortex and the medial entorhinal area are involved in processing the spatial contexts in which memorable events occur. Within the MTL, the 'what' and 'where' information streams then converge at the level of the hippocampus. As a natural consequence of this anatomical organization, the hippocampus is essential for forming cohesive memories of individual events within the context in which they occurred [2, 3] .
Outputs of the hippocampus return to the cortical areas from which inputs arose -perirhinal-lateral entorhinal cortex, and parahippocampal-medial entorhinal cortex. These feedback pathways allow the hippocampus to support the retrieval of information about 'what' occurred based on a cue about 'where' an event occurred, and vice versa. As a consequence, hippocampal processing supports the retrieval of detailed memories that constitute strong recollective experiences in humans [1, 4] and recollectionlike memory in animals [5] .
Furthermore, a part of the hippocampus (the ventral part in rats; anterior in humans) sends outputs to the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC); as will be discussed below, new evidence suggests that mPFC accumulates information about the context of interrelated memories. Outputs of the mPFC are sent back to the perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortex, by which the mPFC may bias or select the retrieval of event information in the 'what' stream [6] . There is also a subcortical route through the thalamus (nucleus reuniens) directly to the hippocampus, by which the prefrontal cortex could control the specificity of memory retrieval [7] . Thus, interactions between the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus may support the ability to create contextual representations that link related memories, and use these contextual representations to retrieve the memories that are appropriate within a given context.
There are many components of this brain system that make distinct contributions to its operation, but in the sections that follow we shall focus in on just two areas and their roles: the hippocampus and its critical role in rapid encoding; and the mPFC and its interactions with the hippocampus that are central to the organization, consolidation, and flexible retrieval of memories.
How Does the Hippocampus Contribute to Memory Formation and Consolidation?
The pioneering studies on the patient H.M. showed definitively that the hippocampus and neighboring structures of the medial temporal lobe are essential to memory [8] . H.M. suffered from severe anterograde amnesia following surgical removal of most of his MTL bilaterally in an attempt to cure his intractable epilepsy. The early observations and succeeding work on H.M. have provided compelling evidence that structures within the MTL play a selective role in declarative memory, our everyday memory for facts and events. Specifically, the hippocampus is essential for the rapid formation of new memories and for the prolonged process of consolidating newly acquired memories into our permanent storehouse of autobiographical and world knowledge in the neocortex [9] [10] [11] . The studies on H.M. inspired over a half-century of research detailing how the hippocampus and other MTL areas support memory and how they interact with areas of the neocortex in the process of consolidation [12] .
At the level of neuronal networks, hippocampal principal cells in rodents -the well-known 'place cells' -activate as animals occupy specific locations in an environment. Furthermore, associated with the formation and retrieval of memories, these cells also encode relevant objects and behavioral events at particular places [13, 14] (reviewed in [1] ). Recent studies have also revealed that, in addition to a mapping of spatial context, hippocampal neurons map the temporal organization of experiences in ensembles of 'time cells' that fire at sequential moments in temporally ordered episodes [15] [16] [17] . Such hippocampal time cells may be part of a mechanism underlying the essential role of the hippocampus in memory for the order of events in everyday experiences [18] .
This spatial and temporal organization reflected in the response patterns of individual hippocampal neurons not only provides a coding scheme to support the rapid acquisition of individual event memories, but also allows for the mental replay of spatio-temporal sequences at later points in time. Such hippocampal replay of experiences has been hypothesized to underlie the essential role of this structure in both recollection and memory consolidation (for example [19] ). Consistent with this expectation, hippocampal neural ensembles have been shown to replay place cell firing sequences during sleep and quiet waking periods following learning in rodents [20] , and blocking this replay prevents subsequent memory retrieval [21] .
Sequence replay is also magnified in the hippocampus before critical memory-driven responses in well-learned environments [22] . Notably, hippocampal replay is coordinated with corresponding replay events in the neocortex [19] and is accompanied by strong synchronization of neural activity between the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex [23] [24] [25] . Leading theories suggest that such coordinated hippocampal-neocortical replay is a key mechanism of memory consolidation. But before exploring in detail how interactions between hippocampus and parts of prefrontal cortex contribute to consolidation, it is important to consider evidence for how information originating in prefrontal cortex may support the retrieval of memories in the hippocampus.
Prefrontal Cortex-Hippocampus Interactions and Mechanisms of Memory Retrieval
While some researchers emphasize the pathway from the hippocampus to the mPFC as supporting memory consolidation (as introduced just above), there is considerable converging evidence that the prefrontal cortex contributes to memory through cognitive or strategic control over memory retrieval processes within other brain areas [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . Notably, the prefrontal cortex is composed of several functionally distinct areas. Here, we will sometimes refer to prefrontal cortex in general, but often we will focus specifically on the mPFC, which appears to be particularly involved with memory retrieval and consolidation.
Patients with prefrontal damage do not have severe impairments in standard tests of event memory, but deficits resulting from prefrontal damage are apparent when [1] . These streams then converge in the hippocampus. There, in the dorsal (animals) or posterior (humans) hippocampus, neural ensembles encode specific objects and the locations they occur within a context [43] . By contrast, neural ensembles in the ventral (animals) or anterior (humans) hippocampus link events within a context and strongly distinguish between different contexts. Contextual representations from the ventral/anterior hippocampus are sent directly to the medial prefrontal cortex [6] , which is positioned to influence the retrieval of specific object representations via its particularly strong connections to perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortex. (Graph adapted with permission from [43] .) memory for target information must be obtained under conditions of memory interference or distraction. For example, individuals with prefrontal damage demonstrate impaired performance on the classic A-B, A-C problem [33] : following successful learning of a set of paired associations (A-B), prefrontal patients are severely impaired in learning new associates of original elements (A-C), and the impairment is marked by intrusions of the original associations. Even when learning two lists of unrelated associations, in prefrontal patients, memory for one list is compromised by intrusions from the other, suggesting that the prefrontal cortex controls memory retrieval by selecting memories relevant to the current context and suppressing irrelevant memories [34] . What is the nature of prefrontal information processing and how does prefrontal cortex interact with the hippocampus in support of memory retrieval? One influential theory of prefrontal cortex function proposes that prefrontal cortex-hippocampus interactions may be best understood by allusion to a railroad metaphor, in which the hippocampus is responsible for laying down new tracks, whereas the prefrontal cortex is responsible for flexibly switching between tracks [28] . In the application of this metaphor to memory, the hippocampus is viewed as forming and retrieving specific memories, while the prefrontal cortex accumulates features of related memories that compose the 'context' of a set of connected experiences, such as a list in which a set of words appeared, a common location where several events occur, or a common set of ongoing task rules that govern multiple memory decisions. When subsequently cued to a context, the prefrontal cortex is viewed biasing the retrieval of context-appropriate memories in the hippocampus as well as other brain areas.
In support of this view, several studies have shown that damage to mPFC impairs the ability of rats (or monkeys or humans [35] ) to switch between remembering different perceptual dimensions of compound stimuli (for example [36] ), to switch between remembering a 'place' or 'response' strategy for solving a spatial memory task [37] , and to switch between remembering 'odor' or 'place' memories [38] . These findings indicate that the mPFC plays a very active role in guiding memory retrieval by using the relevant context to resolve conflicting information in the retrieval of related and competing memories.
Complementary studies on neuronal activity patterns in mPFC support the idea that the prefrontal cortex acquires representations of behavioral contexts that determine appropriate memory retrieval. Thus, neuronal ensembles in mPFC fire distinctly in different behavioral contexts [39] , reset when animals are uncertain as a result of a change in contingencies [40] , and make abrupt transitions between contextual representations when contingencies change [41] . Related to the strategy switching experiments described above, mPFC neuronal activity patterns were found to predict switching between remembering 'place' and 'response' strategies in the domain of spatial memory [42] .
Related recent evidence suggests that the mPFC employs these contextual representations to control the retrieval of detailed memories in the hippocampus. Thus, when rats use either of two spatial contexts to guide retrieval of otherwise contradictory object-reward associations, neurons in the dorsal part of the hippocampus encode these memories as selective firing to specific objects in particular places in each spatial context [14] (Figure 1 ). When the mPFC is inactivated, dorsal hippocampal neurons indiscriminately retrieve both appropriate and inappropriate object memory representations [6] . This finding indicates that the hippocampus is capable of retrieving memories even in the absence of mPFC input, and the role of the mPFC is to select the appropriate memory for that context. A likely pathway by which the prefrontal cortex controls memory retrieval in the dorsal hippocampus is via prefrontal projections to the perirhinal and lateral entorhinal cortex, where object representations are processed and sent onto the hippocampus (Figure 1) .
Furthermore, recent evidence suggests there is a bidirectional flow of information between the mPFC and hippocampus, wherein the events that initiate prefrontal control over memory retrieval in the hippocampus may arise in the ventral part of the hippocampus (Figure 1 ). Thus, in the same experimental protocol where dorsal hippocampal neurons encode specific events in particular places in each of two spatial contexts, ventral neurons gradually acquire generalized representations of all events that comprise one of the contexts and neural ensembles in the ventral hippocampus outperform those in the dorsal hippocampus in discriminating between the contexts in which events occurred [43] ( Figure 1 ). Consistent with this observation, functional imaging studies in humans indicate that the anterior hippocampus in humans (the human analog of ventral hippocampus in rodents) creates more general representations of the salience of events, whereas the posterior (equivalent to dorsal in rats) hippocampus distinctly represents the information content within individual events [44] . Similarly, the anterior hippocampus is differentially activated during the retrieval of the general context of memories, whereas the posterior hippocampus is differentially activated during retrieval of specific events in memories. These and several related findings have led to the recent proposal that the dorsal-ventral (posterior-anterior in humans) axis of the hippocampus may contain a topographic representation of more general features of memories [43, 45] .
Notably, the ventral hippocampus projects directly to the mPFC [46] , providing a powerful and immediate route for hippocampal representations of meaningfully distinct spatial contexts to arrive in the prefrontal cortex. This observation, combined with findings described above, suggests a model of bidirectional hippocampus-prefrontal cortex interactions that support memory encoding and context-dependent memory retrieval ( Figure 1 ). According to this scenario, closely related events that occur within a single context, as well as environmental cues that define the context, are processed by the ventral (in rats) and anterior (in humans) hippocampus as a collection of features and events that define the particular context where those events occur. This contextdefining information is sent via the direct projections to mPFC where neural ensembles develop distinct representations that can distinguish contextual 'rules' during the course of learning. When subjects are subsequently put in the same context, ventral hippocampal signals carrying the contextual information are again sent directly to the mPFC, which then engages the appropriate rule and applies the rule to engage the context appropriate representations in the dorsal (in rats) and posterior (in humans) hippocampus, while also suppressing context inappropriate memories.
This model provides a framework for understanding the retrieval of context-appropriate hippocampal memory representations as a key process in everyday remembering. This notion of context-appropriate retrieval may also be relevant to the process of memory consolidation, to the extent that consolidation requires context-guided retrieval of previously acquired memories as a part of integrating new memories with pre-existing knowledge, as some have argued (see below) [47] . A major goal of this review is to outline how context-appropriate retrieval supports the integration of new and old memories. But, before expanding into that process, we will first consider views on the nature of memory consolidation as an integration of related memories.
Memory Consolidation Involves the Formation of Memory Networks
For hundreds of years, it has been observed that brain injury can result in the loss of memories laid down during a limited period prior to the injury, leading to the idea that memories require a period of consolidation before they become immune to disruption. Historically, there have been several ideas about the nature of memory consolidation. Some have viewed the process of consolidation as a direct transfer of memories initially encoded in the hippocampus to replicates of those memories in the cortex. But there is now considerable evidence that new memories are not simply transferred to the cortex, but rather assimilated into neocortical memory networks, called 'schemas', through elaboration and modification of the network structure (Box 1; reviewed in [48, 49] ). Here, we will discuss the nature of schemas and the role of the hippocampus in schemas. In the following sections, we will suggest that schemas compose a 'context' of related memories, and that the prefrontal mechanisms introduced above with regard to context-guided memory retrieval also play a key role in schema development and updating.
In an early account of consolidation as schema formation and updating, McClelland et al. [50] proposed that new memories are initially represented within the hippocampus, and that during the course of consolidation they become interleaved into a network of existing related memories in the neocortex. This interleaving process incorporates new memories and typically requires modification of the preexisting network structure to add the new memories, consistent with Piaget's [51] views on assimilation of new information and accommodation of existing schema structure to integrate the new information. While there are differing views of what constitutes a schema (Box 1), current studies in cognitive neuroscience use simplified Box 1 What is a schema?
Schemas were introduced to cognitive psychology by Piaget [51] and Bartlett [76] in their efforts to understand how new information is integrated with pre-existing knowledge. Piaget argued that humans possess structured mental representations embodied as organizations of related associations called schemas. During development, new events are interpreted in terms of existing schemas. When those events are consistent with an activated schema, they are assimilated into the mental structure. When new events challenge the existing schema, the interpretation of the events themselves may be modified to fit the schema and assimilated. Consistent with this characterization of assimilation, Bartlett's study on recall of a surreal story showed that story elements that were consistent with his subjects' culture were better remembered, and that elements inconsistent with that culture were lost or modified to fit their pre-existing conceptions. Alternatively, Piaget proposed, learning may demand that the schema itself is modified to accommodate new, conflicting information. Assimilation of new information and accommodation of schema structure continuously interact and ultimately reach an equilibration that adapts schemas to be consistent with external reality. Another key element of Piaget's theory was that organized mental structures support inferences, the ability to make logical deductions about relations between elements within schemas that are only indirectly related. One key issue in defining a schema is the extent to which its contents include only the abstraction of common elements among assimilated events or whether a schema is any network of related events, including details that are unique to specific events. Several studies consider a schema to be the abstract 'gist' of knowledge derived by extraction of regularities and loss of more idiosyncratic aspects of each event. The loss of information unique to particular events could occur merely because that information is less practiced [77] or because such loss is inherent to the structure and function of semantic memory [78] , consistent with the semantic transformation hypothesis of consolidation [72] . In contrast to the notion of schemas as containing only abstractions of common elements of events as characterized by the semantic transformation hypothesis, several recent approaches in cognitive neuroscience have examined the development of organized mental representations of specific experiences that contain details of individual events and share the properties of schemas. Thus, for example, prior training on scenes in a movie in humans (for example, [78] ) and learning a set of flavor-place associations in rats [56] facilitates subsequent memory for details of new events that fit the existing knowledge. Furthermore, learning of small sets of overlapping associations (for example, A is associated with B, and B is associated with C) can result in the formation of a network of memories in which the features common to multiple events link indirectly related event content. These memory networks share some of the properties of schemas in that they support the ability to make inferences between indirectly related elements (A is associated with C) in both humans [47] and animals [52] . Work focused on organized mental representations has been incorporated into recent studies on memory consolidation during sleep [79, 80] and has shown critical roles for the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. In addition, it has been suggested that the phenomenon of 'reconsolidation', additional rounds of consolidation of previously consolidated memories following new related experiences, reflects Piaget's 'accommodation' of a schema to incorporate novel information [48] . Furthermore, this approach can illuminate how hippocampal and prefrontal areas interact in the development of higher order, conceptual schemas that support decision-making in novel perceptual settings [65] . These studies provide insights into the mechanisms that underlie the development of schemas and how they support memory expression in new situations. Following the latter prominent approach in current research, here we adopt the view that a schema is any organized network of overlapping representations that has the following properties: first, new information is better remembered when it fits within a pre-existing schema; second, new information that challenges schema organization may cause modification of the existing schema or development of a new schema; and third, schemas support novel inferences between indirectly related events and their generalization to new situations. behavioral models of schemas wherein animal or human subjects learn a set of related memories and the development of a schema is identified by the ability to make novel judgments about items that are related indirectly within the schema structure (Box 1). These studies have shown that hippocampus plays a critical role in the interleaving of memories into a schematic organization in mice, rats, and monkeys [52] [53] [54] [55] .
In some of these studies, animals learn multiple stimulus associations that share overlapping elements. For example, in one paradigm known as associative inference (Figure 2A) , animals learn to associate pairs of overlapping stimuli: for example, A is associated with B, B is associated with C. The existence of an integrated organization is demonstrated by the ability of subjects to express knowledge of relations between indirectly linked elements -in the associative inference paradigm just mentioned, that A is associated with C -a key property of schemas (Box 1). Animals with damage to the hippocampal system can learn the individual associations, but fail on the inferential expression test (Figure 2B) , showing that schema development or expression depends on the hippocampus.
In other experiments that examined the role of schema development and the hippocampus in memory consolidation, Tse et al. [56] trained rats to learn the locations where different flavored foods could be found in an open field. After those food-location associations were well learned (that is, a schema had been formed), new associations could be acquired very rapidly, in as little as a single trial, and retained over 24 hours. This study further demonstrated the existence of a schema for the food-location memories by showing that the acquisition of new associations was not facilitated by prior food-association learning in a different environment. Furthermore, learning food-location associations was dependent on the hippocampus, and hippocampal lesions made within three hours, but not 24 or 48 hours, of acquisition blocked retention, indicating rapid systems consolidation of new information into an existing schema dependent on the hippocampus.
The McClelland et al. [50] model and the work on associative and transitive inference, combined with the Tse et al. [56] experiment, show that memories are not acquired in isolation, but rather are interleaved with previously acquired related information, and that schema development and updating play a central role in hippocampal-dependent memory and memory consolidation (reviewed in [48] ). Next, we extend this hypothesis to incorporate the prefrontal cortex, which we will suggest plays a central role in the development and updating of schemas during consolidation.
The Role of Prefrontal Cortex in Schema Development and Memory Consolidation
We have argued above that the prefrontal cortex plays a critical role in using context to guide the retrieval of memories, (A) Associative inference paradigm in rodents. During the sample phase of a training trial, rats are presented with a cup containing a scented mixture of sand with a buried reward. In the choice phase, two scented choices are presented, but only one was baited with a reward. The identity of the rewarded items is dependent on the identity of the sample; for example, odor B would be the correct choice when odor A was the sample. [52] . (C) Lesions to the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFCX) also impair inference in a related transitive inference paradigm [60] . (D) Associative inference paradigm in humans. Individuals are trained on interleaved presentations of overlapping AB (for example, basketball-horse) and BC (horse-lake) associations during fMRI scanning and are then tested on the inferential relationships between A and C. (E) Functional interactions between ventromedial prefrontal cortex and hippocampus increase across repeated presentations of overlapping associations. (F) Increasing engagement of ventromedial prefrontal cortex during learning is related to superior inference. Panel A-B adapted with permission from [52] ; panel C adapted with permission from [60] ; panel D-F adapted with permission from [47] .
The training associations consist of two overlapping sets of associations (A-B, B-C). During inference trials, rats must infer the relationship between A and C to determine which odor is the correct choice. (B) Rats with lesions to the hippocampus (HPC) show impaired inference
and that memory consolidation involves the hippocampusdependent integration of new memories into existing memory networks. Here, we will link these two arguments by proposing that context-guided retrieval of the appropriate memory network, supported by the prefrontal cortex, is a key step in integrating new memories into the network.
There are currently divergent findings on the role of prefrontal cortex in memory consolidation and schema updating. Some studies have employed imaging of immediate early gene activation, which reflects neural activity, to identify brain areas engaged during the retrieval of recently and remotely acquired memories. These studies reported that the mPFC is activated during retrieval of remotely, but not recently, acquired contextual fear memories. Consistent with these findings, in the same behavioral paradigm, inactivation of medial prefrontal areas impaired retrieval of remote but not recently acquired memories [57, 58] , leading these investigators to suggest that mPFC comes to play a key role in organizing widespread neocortical memory representations during remote memory retrieval, much the same as the hippocampus serves this function during the consolidation period [59] .
Contrary to the view that mPFC is involved only in the retrieval of remote memories, however, other studies have reported that the development of schemas into which new memories are incorporated relies on the mPFC from the outset of learning. In the transitive inference paradigm, mPFC damage slows the learning of overlapping stimulus pairs and blocks inferential expression of memories, indicating that the prefrontal cortex is critical to schema development as well as expression [60] (Figure 2C ). In studies on the food-location schema paradigm, medial prefrontal areas were strongly activated (as observed by immediate early gene activation) during new learning events that overlapped with an existing schema, and functional compromise of medial prefrontal areas impaired retrieval of both recently and remotely acquired new memories [61, 62] .
These findings are paralleled by a recent report [63] that, in addition to the hippocampus, the human homologue of mPFC, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, is engaged in retrieval of both recently and remotely acquired autobiographical memories in humans. Together, the findings on rodents and humans challenge the idea that the mPFC becomes essential only at the conclusion of consolidation and instead argue that the prefrontal cortex is importantly involved during learning and expression of memories at all periods.
How might the strategic memory processing by the prefrontal cortex described above with regard to memory retrieval contribute to memory consolidation as assimilation and modification of schemas? When new experiences occur, they usually conflict in some way with pre-existing associations. For example, in the associative inference paradigm, the pre-existing association between B and A is challenged when the subject newly learns that B is now also (or instead) associated with C. In the food-location paradigm, when rats learn the places to find new flavors, the prior associations of those locations with no food must be replaced with the new flavor-place associations. So, integration of new information into a pre-existing schema goes hand-in-hand with some degree of accommodation of the schema to integrate the new information. We suggest that the strategic role of prefrontal cortex during memory formation and consolidation is the accommodation process itself, which enables conflicts between pre-existing schemas and new events to be resolved through schema modification. Such a role in conflict resolution might extend to current views on semantic transformation, if we consider that abstraction of common elements among memories can also be in service of resolving conflicts between different associations of the common elements within different memories.
Prefrontal Cortex-Hippocampus Interactions during Schema Formation and Expression in Humans
Further insights into how the prefrontal cortex exerts its control during memory formation and consolidation can be gained by considering the relevant roles of the prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus in human neuroimaging studies that index schema generation and expression. For instance, recent work has shown that, when learning about overlapping pairs in the associative inference paradigm ( Figure 2D ), participants reinstate memories for prior associations (such as the A stimulus from an A-B pairing), presumably via a mechanism like hippocampal replay, while encoding new related experiences (B-C pairs), revealing the conflict between new learning and existing memories in this task [47] . The reinstatement/replay of prior events during encoding of new associations is accompanied by an increase in ventromedial prefrontal-hippocampal coupling ( Figure 2E) . Moreover, the degree of activation in these regions during presentation of overlapping associations predicts successful expression of inferential memories. In particular, increased recruitment of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex in the presence of increased mnemonic conflict is associated with superior inference ( Figure 2F ).
These findings suggest an increased need for 'top-down' prefrontal control of hippocampal encoding processes to resolve the conflict between existing memories and new events as they are learned. The relationship between ventromedial prefrontal activation and inference expression further suggests that, in this case, competition was resolved through the formation of an integrated memory schema that accommodated the shared relationships among A, B, and C, leading to enhanced performance on judgments about the unobserved relationship between A and C.
Other recent research has revealed that ventromedial prefrontal interactions with hippocampus are sustained during rest periods following schema formation [64] , consistent with the notion that offline replay of task-evoked activation patterns in these brain regions facilitates the consolidation of newly-formed schemas. Successful expression of schemas is also associated with enhanced interaction between hippocampus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex. For example, correct performance on decisions requiring the use of a recently acquired conceptual rule is associated with increased connectivity between hippocampus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex [65] . Collectively, these human neuroimaging studies converge with rodent research to demonstrate that the hippocampus and ventromedial prefrontal cortex interact during schema formation, consolidation and expression.
Further Questions
There remain several open questions regarding the time course of hippocampal and prefrontal involvement in memory. For instance, most animal and human studies have examined brain processes related to post-encoding consolidation and schema expression either immediately or at relatively short time periods after learning, and thus do not provide a strong test of the theories about the roles of the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex in these processes over time. Further cross-species research at longer timescales will be necessary to differentiate the models of consolidation presented here.
One recent study in rodents has addressed how spatial memory representations evolve over an extended period after new learning [66] . In this study, the nature of hippocampal contributions to schema updating was explored by monitoring firing patterns of multiple hippocampal neurons as rats learned new goal locations in an environment in which they already learned the locations of multiple goals. Prior to new learning, many neurons fired at multiple goals but with different subsets of these neurons active at different goals and distinct patterns of activation. These observations suggest that the hippocampal network developed a neural representation that both linked distinct goals and distinguished them within an overall scheme of the spatial environment. During new learning, some neurons began to fire as animals approached the new goals. These neurons were largely the same neurons that already fired at the original goals, and these cells exhibited activity patterns at new goals similar to those associated with the original goals, consistent with Piaget's views on a rapid assimilation of new related memories.
Learning of new goals also produced changes in the preexisting goal-related firing patterns, with some cells firing at different rates or dropping out of the representation, consistent with Piaget's notion of accommodation. Furthermore, in the days after learning, activity patterns associated with the new and original goals gradually diverged, such that the initial generalization of new goal-related firing patterns was followed by a prolonged period in which new memories became distinguished within the ensemble representation. These findings support the view that consolidation involves rapid assimilation of new memories into pre-existing neural networks that require a prolonged time to accommodate relationships among new and existing memories. The role of prefrontal cortex in the updating of neural representations of schemas remains a primary goal of this line of work, and holds the promise of revealing whether it is engaged in selecting appropriate networks to update or other aspects of assimilation and accommodation that reconcile new memories with existing knowledge.
While the findings from human memory research reviewed thus far have focused primarily on the role of medial prefrontal cortex in the strategic regulation of hippocampal processing during schema formation and modification, other studies have revealed an important role for the lateral prefrontal cortex in resolving competition between memories during encoding and retrieval [67, 68] . In contrast to ventromedial prefrontal cortex, which is thought to resolve competition by integrating knowledge across events through schema modification, lateral prefrontal cortex has been implicated in encoding and retrieval processes that emphasize the distinctiveness of individual memories, making those memories less susceptible to interference [69, 70] .
A challenge moving forward is to understand whether or not the time course of lateral and medial prefrontal regions in memory formation, consolidation, and expression differs as a function of their hypothesized representational strategies that emphasize distinctive and integrated memory traces, respectively. Finally, identifying functionally homologous regions of prefrontal cortex across species will also be necessary to achieve a full understanding of memory consolidation processes and their underlying neural substrates.
Towards a Comprehensive Understanding of Consolidation
Our understanding of consolidation can be improved by considering the distinct and complementary roles of the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex during successive stages of memory processing (Table 1) . During learning, the hippocampus links elements of memories (for example, A and B) to form new associations between the neocortical representations for those elements (A-B). To the extent that the new associations are unrelated to previous learning, hippocampal-driven enhancement of neocortical linkages may proceed without necessary engagement of the prefrontal cortex. However, to the extent that new learning overlaps with pre-existing associations (for example, learning B-C having previously learned A-B), the prefrontal cortex (mPFC in rats; ventromedial prefrontal in humans) must reconcile the conflicts in associations of the common elements (B is associated with C and now also with A).
Thus, consolidation is a process in which hippocampal networks can link indirectly related elements (A and C) via the invariant common element (B) and, guided by the prefrontal strategic control of conflicting associations to create a schema (A-B-C). During subsequent memory expression, a memory cue (''Are A and C related?'') engages prefrontal cortex to select the correct schema (A-B-C) within which the hippocampus retrieves the relevant associations (A-C via B).
Within this model, and consistent with the data reviewed here, the roles of the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex in mediating the life of a memory may not be defined solely by the age of the memory itself, but rather by how that memory relates to pre-existing knowledge and events yet to come. The key to understanding hippocampal and prefrontal contributions to memory consolidation therefore lies in understanding how these regions support the representations of new events based on the degree to which those events relate to prior knowledge. Furthermore, we suggest that a consideration of these issues explains differences in the role of interactions between the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus observed across studies of memory consolidation in different behavioral paradigms. When new events do not overlap with pre-existing memories, initial encoding may predominantly rely on the hippocampus. Memory expression in these cases may undergo a course of consolidation characterized by a transition from reliance on the hippocampus to later reliance on prefrontal cortex ( Figure 3A, green line) . Thus, some rodent studies on the course of consolidation of contextual fear memories showing a lack of prefrontal involvement in the acquisition or expression of a recently acquired contextual fear memory may reflect the absence of a demand for schema modification. In a typical contextual fear paradigm, the animal would be exposed to the context for only a brief time before exposure to an aversive foot shock. Under these conditions, integration demands -and corresponding engagement of the prefrontal cortex -would be low because the animals do not have a pre-existing schema or mental model of what to expect in the new context.
The increasing reliance on prefrontal cortex with time might relate to how contextual fear gradually becomes generalized to other contexts [71] , as described in a model that suggests consolidation involves the transformation of a context-specific (episodic) memory into a less detailed, more generic (semantic) memory [72] . It is notable that increasing prefrontal involvement is also observed in the case of memory for public events, which may begin as episodic memories but evolve into semantic knowledge [73] . Thus, memories that are not immediately integrated into an existing knowledge framework are not initially dependent on prefrontal regions; instead, only as they gradually become incorporated into semantic memories or schemas do they necessitate prefrontal involvement for memory expression.
In contrast, when new events must be immediately related to existing memories, such as in the associative inference and food-location schema tasks, prefrontal cortex and hippocampus are both critical to initial memory formation ( Figure 3A , red line). Activation of a schema in medial prefrontal cortex in particular may bias hippocampal encoding, leading to the rapid integration of new information into the pre-existing cortical representations [61] . Continued medial prefrontal-hippocampal interactions during offline consolidation periods may further build connections among event memories by strengthening representations of the commonalities among events. During expression, the prefrontal cortex may critically mediate the selection of appropriate, goal-relevant information from a fully integrated and consolidated schema. Even after consolidation, the full expression of schemas may depend on continued interactions between the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex, through a constant cycle of memory updating and change.
A related issue is the phenomenon of reconsolidation, wherein a 'reminder' of previous experience reinitiates the consolidation process (reviewed in [48] ). It is now generally accepted that one of the conditions under which reconsolidation occurs is when the reminder results in new learning. Such new learning is often in conflict with the pre-existing representation of a cue-shock association, for example, in fear conditioning where the reminder is an extinction event. Thus, as with the other examples of schema modification, the prefrontal cortex may play a key role in reconciling the reminder experience with the pre-existing memory, and the 'reconsolidation' process involves schema modification that is susceptible to corruption.
These ideas suggest that all memories eventually are embodied within schemas, for which prefrontal cortex plays a key role in reconciling different associations. This prefrontal-mediated reconciliation process results in modification of schemas to accommodate new related experiences. When events are relatively novel, prefrontal cortex only gradually relates the new memories to succeeding events; conversely, when new events directly relate to existing knowledge, (A) Our synthesis of consolidation models suggests that prefrontal involvement at different stages of memory processing depends on the degree to which an event overlaps with existing knowledge. When the demand for reconciling new events with existing memories is high during learning, prefrontal cortex is proposed to play an essential role in the reconciliation process by integrating new events into existing schemas. Converging evidence from rodents and humans indicates that prefrontal cortex continues to contribute to schema consolidation and expression after learning, both at immediate and longer time scales. Thus, events that require accessing, modifying, and consolidating schemas are proposed to require prefrontal cortex throughout all stages of memory (red line). However, when new events do not overlap with existing knowledge, i.e., integration demands are low, there is no critical role for the prefrontal cortex in memory acquisition but an eventual reliance on this after consolidation occurs (green line). (B) The duration of hippocampal involvement in memory may rely on the extent to which episodic detail is maintained over time. For memories that retain a high degree of detail, hippocampus would play a key role during learning, consolidation, and expression (orange line). In contrast, when memories become more generic or when integration of a new event into existing schemas results in loss of episodic detail, the role of the hippocampus may be limited to the consolidation period (blue line).
prefrontal-mediated reconciliation and integration are required at the outset of memory processing. In some situations (experimental and real life), the use of schemas emphasizes the common elements of experiences, whereas in other situations, the use of schemas depends on both the unique and related elements of experiences.
What Determines the Duration of the Consolidation Period? A final relevant consideration is the duration of the consolidation period that appears to vary considerably across species and forms of memory. We propose that the duration of involvement of the hippocampus may also be determined by the extent to which there is continued integration of new information with existing schemas, as well as the extent to which multiple aspects of unique experiences -that is, episodic detail -is maintained. Thus, consistent with the evidence of a flat retrograde amnesia gradient for episodic memories and lasting engagement of the hippocampus for autobiographical and episodic memories [74, 75] , the hippocampus may play a key role throughout the life of a memory ( Figure 3B , orange line). Alternatively, when the integration of a new episodic memory into a schema is accompanied by loss of episodic detail ('semantisized'), the role of the hippocampus is limited to the consolidation period ( Figure 3B , blue line).
This perspective on the relationship between memory consolidation and schemas also suggests that the discrepancies in the observed duration of consolidation across species -longest in humans, intermediate in monkeys, and shortest in rodents -may result from differences in the nature of schemas across species. In rodents, schemas may be limited and relatively simplistic (such as the relationships between items in a familiar environment), resulting in a decreased tendency to process new events in relation to existing memories and more rapid consolidation relative to other species. In contrast, data from humans indicating a continued role for the hippocampus in the expression of memories for many years may result from the increased use of schemas when processing new events. Moreover, schemas in humans may be more complex requiring integration of many forms of information across events, including affective, motivational, sensory, semantic, and social information. Alternatively, continued hippocampal involvement may be required when it is beneficial to retain episodeunique features in addition to forming a schematic framework, thus accounting for observations of the continued role of the hippocampus in episodic memory. Future experiments that systematically vary the relationship between new events and existing schemas may provide an understanding of memory consolidation, including how prefrontal areas and hippocampus contribute differentially across the trajectory of consolidation.
Conclusions
Memory is a dynamic process in which representations are constantly updated to incorporate new information from the environment. Therefore, the roles of the hippocampus and component structures of the prefrontal cortex in memory consolidation and expression may not depend on the amount of time that has elapsed from when a memory was initially formed, but rather are likely to depend on the relationship between that memory and new, related events as well as the level of detail maintained over time. This perspective suggests that consolidation is therefore likely to be a complex process whose neural substrates may differ for individual memories and the history of one's experience into which they are incorporated.
